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Chcries Bechhcefer, Esq., Chairman Dr. James C. Lamb III
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Atemic Safety and Licensing 313 Woodhaven Road

Board Panel Chapel Hill, NC 27514
U.S. Nuclear Pegulatory Commission ._,__#

Washington, DC P0555

Mr. Ernest E. Fill
Administrative Judge
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
University of California
P.O. Box 808, L-46
Livermore, CA 94550

' In the Matter of
P00STON LIGHTING AND POWER COMPANY, ET AL.

(South Texas Project, Units 1 & H b
Docket Nos. 50-498 and 50-499 b|

|

Dear Administrative Judges:

Pursuant to the Licensing Board's Partial Initial Decision of March 14,
1984 in this matter (see pp. 56-57 therein), and its Fifth Prehearing
Conference Order of November 16, 1984, enclosed is an 6ffidavit from Region

f IV on constructior QA/QC under the new contractors at the South Texas Project.
!

Fully executed copies of the Joint Affidavit will be filed late next
week.

Sincerely,
/"

l
' m .J

Oreste Russ Pirfo /
Counsel for NRC St,aff

[Enclosure: As stated

cc: See next page
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cc: Melbert Schwarz, Jr., Esq. William S. Jordan, III, Esq.

Brian Berwick, Esq. Jack R. Newman, Esq.
Mrs. Peggy Buchorn Mr. Lanny Sinkin
Kim Eastman Barbara A. Miller
Pat Coy Mr. David Prestemon
Atomic Safety and Licensing Atomic Safety and Licensing

Appeal Board Panel Board Panel
Docketing and Service Section
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UNITFD STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR PFGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

HOUSTON LIGHTING AND POWER COMPANY,) Docket Nos. 50-498
ET AL. ) 50-499

)
--

(South Texas Project, Units 1 & 2) )

JOINT AFFIDAVIT OF WILLIAM A. CROSSMAN,
JOHNS P. JAODON AND DAN P. TOMLINSON

Ve, the undersigned, being duly sworn, aver and say:

1. I am William A. Crossman, Chief, Reactor Project Section B.

Brar.ch 1, Region IV, Nuclear Regulatory Commissicn, Arlington, Texas. I

have held this position in Region IV since May 1974, and in the course

of my responsibilities I reviewad, approved, and performed inspections

and investigations of ruclear facilities under Region IV jurisdiction.

In this position, I was responsible, from May 1974 to April 1984, for

the supervision of the project inspectors who inspected the South Texas

Pro.4 ect . A sum.ary of my professional qualifications is attached to
'

this joint affidavit. The paragraphs herein that I sponsor are,

designated by my initials (WAC) following.

2. I am Johns P. Jaudon, Chief, Reactor Project Section A, Reactor

Project Branch 1, Region IV, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Arlington,

Texas. I have held this position since April 1984. From January 1984

to April 1984, I was Chief of the Engineering Support Section in

-
|
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Region IV, and from May 1980 until January 1984 I was a Reactor

Inspector in Region IV. Since April 1984 I have been responsible for

the project inspectors who inspect the South Texas Project. A summary

of my professional qualifications is attached to this joint affidavit.

The paragraphs herein that I sponsor are designated by my initials (JPJ)

following.

3. I am Dan Paul Tomlinson, Senior Resident Inspector, Reactor g

Projects Section 8, Reactor Projects Branch 1, Region IV, Nuclear

Regulatory Commission, Arlington, Texas. I have held this position

since September 1983, and in this capacity I have conducted the

inspection and enforcement program at the South Texas Project. I have

planned and performed routine and reactive inspections and met regularly

with licensee and contractor management and quality organizations. I

performed three inspections as en itinerant and wrote six inspection

reports as Senior Resident Insnector at STP during this time frame (1982

to present). I also was co-author of the SALP report (83-26). A

summary of my professional qualifications is attached to this joint

affidavit. The paragraphs herein that I sponsor are designated by my

initials (DPT) following.

4 On September 24, 1981, Houston Lighting and Power (HL&P)

announced its decision to replace Brown & Root (B&R) as its

architect-engineer (AE) and construction manager (CM) at the South Texas

Project (STP). (WAC)
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5. On November 5, 1981, HL&P announced that they were unable to-

reach agreement with B8R to continue as contractor at STP. On December

1, 1981, B&R left STP but continued caretaking activities, utilizing B&R

personnel under the surveillance of HL&P and Bechtel. (WAC)

6. On December 1,1981, HL&P stopped all safety-related work at

STP. A transition program was developed by the licensee for control or.

transfer of engineering and construction management functions from 83R

to Bechtel. On December 11, 1981, a transition program description for

STP engineering and construction management was developed. (WAC)

:

7. Regulatory measures were imposed on HL8P with respect to its

construction permits. On February 12, 1982, Region IV required HL8P,

pursuant to Section 182 of the Atomic Energy Act and 10 CFR 50.54(f), to

submit, in regard to design and construction of STP, the following

information: (1) Describe the organization structure and relationships

among HL&P, Bechtel, and the constructor with respect to

responsibilities for quality assurance, design review, and design

verification; (2) Describe the proposed program, including scope and

schedule, for resuming safety-related work; and (3) Describe the

corrective actions for substantive issues raised in the Cuadrex report

and provide the rationale for eliminating any issues for which no
,

corrective action is to be taken. Incremental work packages, in regard

to restart of safety-related work, were required to be submitted 60 days

prior to the scheduled resumption of work. (WAC)

. . . .. . . - - . _ . - . - =-
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8. On December 24, 1981, Region IV tasked the transition phase and

developed a Transition Management Plan to provide guidance to'the

applicable NRC offices involved in the review and inspection of

licensing activities associated with the change of the STP A/E, CM and

constructor. Provisions were included to update periodically the plan

to reflect current information. (WAC)

9. The plan required that primary review and inspection

responsibilities of the transition activities be vested in Region IV.

The inspection activities were conducted at the STP site and the HL&P

and Bechtel offices in Houston. A Team leader was designated along with

a restart coordinator, and task leaders for Bechtel design package

review, Quadrex report review, site construction activities and site

caretaking activities. The plan also provided for the participation of

other NRC offices. The Office of Nuclear Reactnr Regulation (NRR) was

recuested to participate in the Bechtel design package review and the

Quadrex report review as indicated below. Also, information was

requested by the regional task force of the QA/0C progran results in
,

order to initiate review and approval of implementing procedures. (WAC)

l
!

|
10. On January 25, 1982, a resident NRC engineer was assigned to

| the Bechtel office in Houston, Texas, to monitor the A/E transition from

B&R to Bechtel. B&R assembled engineering work packages and submitted
i

|
these to Bechtel for review. Engineering work packages and purchase

I

orders were identified by B&R and the corresponding data subpackages

were transferred to Bechtel for review. After review, Bechtel|

|

!

|

|
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engineers prepared draft reports. The NRC resident engineer monitored

Eechtel's review and performed a review of selected engineering
i

reports. NRR engineers also reviewed assigned reports. (WAC)

11. An engineer was assigned full time, with periodic aid from NRR

and Region IV, to review the Quadrex report and the Bechtel task force

assessment of findings in the nuadrex report. The NRC staff's review of

the STP Cuadrex report was issued January 7, 1983, in NUREG-0948,

"Special Inspection Report of the Quadrex Corporation Report on Design

Review of Brown and Root Engineering Work for the South Texas Project."

(WAC)

12. The chronology of events following the stop of safety-related

work by HL&P on December 1, 1981, is as follows: (1) December 1, 1981

to March 79, 1982 - B&R personnel performed maintenance and caretaking

activities under the direction of Bechtel; (2) February 15, 1983 -

Ebasco Services, Inc., was named site constructor by HL&P; (3) March 29,

1982 - Ebasco assumed some site caretaking and maintenance duties;

(4) May 14, 1982 - In compliance with NRC letter of February 12, 1982,

HL&P provided NRC with-a program and schedule for resumption of safety-

related work including construction milestone schedules for planned

construction activities for the balance of 1982. The schedule described

plans to resume construction on the Essential Cooling Weter (ECW) system

as early as July 15, 1982. In order to determine the licensee's<

readiness to resume construction, the NRC staff initiated a review of

the licensee's preparation for resumption of safety-related work on the

-- _ ._ -_ _ ___.
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ECW system; (5) July 1982 - The NRC staff completed review of the

specifications provided by the CM to the constructor to determine if

they were adequate for the constructor to generate quality-related

construction procedures applicable to the installation of the ECW;

(6) August 1982 - The NRC staff performed a detailed review of

specifications ard drawings applicable to the ECW pipe installation;

welding procedures related directly to welding of aluminum bronze ECW

piping; test backfill program for qualification of material, equipment

and procedures; Bechtel field document control; and training and

certification of personnel; (7) August 26, 1984 - The NRC staff met

with licensee repre entatives to discuss planned restart of construction

in specific safety-related areas during the period September 15 through

October 15, 1982; (8) November 1982 - Cadwelding in the MEAB and

concrete placement of the Unit 2 diesel generator building slab

commenced; and (9) December 16, 1982 - Preplacement and placement

activities of the Unit I dome concrete were commenced. (WAC,12(1)-(9)

inclusive)

13. HL&P incrementally increased construction effort and

corresponding activities to facilitate support of the full effort during

the early part of 1983. By mid and late 1983 (July - September ) the

work force had been fully staffed and day shift construction and

associated facilities were being implemented. (WAC)

14. The construction work force began 10-hour shifts, 7 days a week

in early January 1984. The shifts were scheduled for 10 hours each day

I

. .
... . . . . . . _ . . _ . _ . . . . _ _ .
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for 4 days. (Rolling 4-tens.) This allows two shifts to perform

construction activities for 10 hours each day continuously. Service

shifts perform service activities, for example equipment maintenance, on

the back shifts (night) so as to prepare equipment. For the day shifts,

foremen and supervisors overlap the beginning and ending of the 40-hour

periods for continuity of construction activities. (WAC,DPT)

15. Since July 1,1982, a total of 46 inspection reports have been

issued by the NRC staff. This total includes 21 reports written as part

of the resident inspection prooram, 23 reports written by region / based

inspectors in various disciplines, one SALP report, and one report on'
>

the special NDE inspection performed at STP. A total of 17 inspectors

from Region IV were involved in these inspections. (DPT)

16. These inspections covered a variety of areas including, but

not limited to, soils and backfill operations, reinforcing steel

placement, concrete placement, equipment storage and maintenance,

warehouse activities, inspection of site-manufactured threaded

fasteners, material control, structural steel, safety-related pipe

weldir.g, personnel qualifications, emergency preparedness, environmental

protection, and licensing management of QA inspections. (DPT)

17. A total of nine violations and one deviation were documented

in these inspection reports. Four of the violations were written by

resident inspectors. The remaining five violations and one deviation

were the ' result of inspections performed by region-based inspectors.

. .. .,
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One violation identified, during the special NDE inspection was later

withdrawn because it was determined not to be a valid violation. (DPT)

18. Nine violations and one deviation have been documented in NRC

inspection reports since mid-lo82. Four of these were categorized as

Severity Level IV, and five were categorized as Severity Level V. (See

10 CFR Part 2, App. C) The following list identifies these:

82-16-01 Severity Level V Record storage area requirements
83-02-01 Severity Level V Record retention requirements
83-11-01 Severity Level V Procedures for concrete placement
83-17-01 Severity Level IV Material control and identification
83-20-01 Severity Level V Record retention requirements
83-20-02 Deviation Failure to perform on-site hardness

tests
83-22-01 Severity Level IV Failure to take corrective action
83-22-02 Severity Level IV Failure to take corrective action
84-02-01 WITHDRAWN

84-04-01 Severity Level V Procedures for material control
84-07-01 Severity Level IV Document control

The severity levels of violations range from I to V with level I being

the most severe and level V being the least severe. Severity level IV and

V violations are generally considered to be minor except in the case

where repetition over a period of time indicates a programmatic

breakcown. (DPT)

19. There were no monetary fines associated with these violations.

The licensee has acted promptly on each of these and the responses appear to

be adequate with regard to corrective actions and recurrence controls.

The licensee has adopted a progressively more aogressive approach to

dealing with quality-related issues since mid-1982. This appears to

coincide with the addition of new people in management positions at the

corporate level and on-site. Certain key personnel were shifted within
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the licensee organization, greatly enhancing the positive attitude and

direct management involvement at STP. These changes have also resulted in

greater licensee involvement in the construction and quality aspects of

the project. (DPT)

20. The licensee has recently established a " safe team" at STP

whose sole function is to identify, investigate, report, and disposition

items that employees feel could affect the safety of the plant.

Information placards have been posted conspicuously around the

construction site stating this purpose and providing telephone numbers

for individuals to call. Postage-paid envelopes are also available for

use if the individual wishes to remain anonymous. Trained investigators

have been hired to form this group and the supervisor reports directly

to the HL&P Executive Vice President. The reason for forming this group

is to deal with any and all employee-generated concerns in a prompt and

thorough manner. (DPT)

21. Records indicate that 11 allegations involving activities at

STP have been received by the Region IV staff since mid-1982. The NRC

staff is currently monitoring the licensee's investigation. The

remaining allegations are categorized as follows:

1 - Lack of Qualification of QA/QC Personnel
1 - Efforts in Document Control
2 - QA/QC Deficiencies
1 - Pay and Status of QC Personnel
1 - Falsification of Records
1 - Terminated for Complainino about Safety Problem
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1 - Terminated for Bad Attitude
1 - Office of Investigations
1 - Improper Construction Practice
1 - Intimidation.of QC Inspectors

The allegers who considerad themselves unjustly terminated were referred

to DOL and OSHA. Those concerning technical and personnel qualification

issues are at various stages of investigation and will be addressed in

Region IV staff reports. (WACI

22. There has only been one SALP report issued for STP since

mid-1982 (Report No. 83-26), covering the period from December 1, 1982,

through November 30, 1983. The previous SALP report was report No. 81-37

for the period from July 1,1980, through June 30, 1981. A comparison

of areas addressed and the ratings for each are listed:

AREA 1981 1983

Soils and foundations not rated 3

Containment and other safety-related 2 ?

structures
Piping systems and supports not rated 1

Safety-related components not rated 2

2 not ratedSupport systems
Electrical power supply and not rated -1

distribution
Instrumentation and control systems not rated not rated
Licensing activities 1 1

Corrective action and reporting 3 3

Design control added later 2

Material control added later 3

added later 2Quality assurance
Management control added later 2

As can be seen, certain evaluation areas were added to the SALP program

after the first report was issued. Only three of the areas were rated in

both reports so the only valid comparison of the two reports would have

.. - - -- ---. . .
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to be in these three areas and the ratings are the same for both reports.

(DPT)

23. The definition of each of these performance categories is:

Category 1: Reduced NRC attention may be appropriate.- Licensee

management attention and involvement are aggressive and oriented toward

nuclear safety; licensee resources are ample and effectively used such

that a high level nf performance with respect to operational safety or

construction is being achieved.

Category 2: NRC attention should be maintained at normal levels.

Licensee management attention and involvement are evident and are

concerned with nuclear safety; licensee resources are adequate and are

reasonably effective such that satisfactnry performance with respect to

operational safety or construction is being achieved.

Category 3: Both NRC and licensee attention should be increased.

Licensee mangagement attention or involvement is acceptable and considers

nuclear safety, but weaknesses are evident; licensee resources appear to

be strained or not effectively used such that minimally satisfactory

performance with respect to nperational safety or construction is being

achieved. (DPT)

24 During the discussion of conclusions and recommendations

between the licensee and the NRC staff on May 10, 1984, the licensee was

.. .
. .

.

. - . _ . _ _ . . .. .
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informed that the staff had noted positive indications of improvement in

the functional area of corrective action and reporting. Much improvement

has been noted in the last 18 months with regard to the underlying causes

of reportable deficiencies and the tracking of corrective actions to

completion ~. (DPT)

25. On February 12, 1982, Region IV issued a letter to HL8P under

the provisions of 10 CFR 50.5Mf) that requested complete information

concerning the responsibilities and relationships between HL&P, Bechtel,

and EBASCO. This request was made in. order to assure NRC of the

adequacy of the STP QA program prior to restart safety-related

construction. In response to this and earlier letters (10/20/81 and

11/18/81) from NRR, HL&P and its principal contractors provided their

QA/QC prograns and organizational structure for NRC review. (WAC)

26. On March 9, 1982, HL&P submitted to NRR (Quality Assurance

Rranch (QAB)), Revision 3 to the Quality Assurance Program (QAP) for

remaining design and construction activities on STP. Revision 3

described the previously updated and NRC-approved QAP for the HL&P

activities with some minor modifications and the QAPs for Bechtel and'

EBASCO. Bechtel connitted to apply their NRC-approved QA Topical Report
|

BQ-TOP-1, Pevision 3A, as modified in Part B of Revision 3 for the

engineering, procure' ment, and construction management activities at

STP. EBASCO committed to apply their NRC-approved QA Topical Report

ETR-1001, Revision 10a as modified in Part C of Revision 3 for the

.

-M - p-- q -y -- -s - +~em -m y-my 9 - g g w- <yr-o , - - - - r- ---*
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quality assurance and quality control of the construction services at

STP. (WAC)

27. During February and March of 1982, Region IV inspectors

commenced preliminary inspections of the HL&P QA program development by

review of the Quality Assurance Program Description (QAPD). (WAC)

28. On March 19, 1982, the NRC OAB of NRR, after review and

evaluation of STP QAP, Revision 3, concluded that the HL&P, Bechtel, and

EBASCO programs complied with the requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR

50 and that they were acceptable for the remaining design and

construction of STP. (WAC)

29. The Region IV staff began a series of programmed inspections

in April 1982 to determine development and implementation of the OAP by

HLf4P, Bechtel, and EBASCO in the areas of organization, design

engineering, procurement, and coi.struction. Subsequent staff

inspections of QA program implementation were continued in August-1982

(82-14), December 1982 (82-19). (DPT)

30. The staff performed an indepth QA/QC inspection for each

incrementel construction activity prior to its restart. Beginning in

May 1982 and updated on a periodic basis subsequently, the licensee

outlined their progran for restart of each safety-related construction

activity. The staff performed a detailed review of procedures,

specifications, standards, and regulations as they applied to the QA/0C

1
- - - -- - - . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _
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of each incremental construction effort prior to restart of the specific -

activity. (WAC,DPT)

31. Prior to restart of the construction activity on a specific

component, structure or system, a review was made of the statusing

effort to determine if any outstanding issues had to be examined or

resolved. For example, prior to restart of welding on code piping. The

status of a specific weld rust have been determined with respect to

fitup status, welding status, inspection, status, etc., before

proceeding in the welding / inspection activity. This function was
Theperformed by CM and AE and closely monitored by HL&P and NRC staff.

transition was smooth and any areas of concern were appropriately

remedied. (WAC)

32. Two instances illustrate that HL&P was aggressive and thorough

in rasolving problems or allegations with respect to quality assurance.

In the first case, the CM was about to place concrete for a shield wall

in unit 2. The region and the resident inspector received allegations

from different sources concerning improper work practices on the rebar

steel in this shield wall. Since the steel was about to be covered with

concrete, the NRC staff contacted G. Goldberg, HL&P Vice President for

Engineering and to?d him that we had some unsubstantiated information

about problems with the rebar in the shield wall. (See I&E Rept. 84.08)

HL&P put an immediate hold on the concrete placement and directed the

constructor to investigate. The allegations were substantiated but were

not representative of broad poor practice. The AE and the constructor

-.
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were ready to lift the hold, but HL&P would not let them and directed a

reinvestigation to insure that any and all supervisory personnel who had

any knowledge of the problems were clearly identified. As a result, a

foreman and a general foreman or superintendent were discharged. I

concluded from this, that HL&P was in charge and not being led by its

contractors and that HL&P was serious about quality construction. (JPJ)

33. The second instance had to do with document control. It was

alleged that the AE's document control system had problems. We utilized

a region-based inspector to investigate this area. When he found

problems, we held a meeting with HL&P management (concurrent with the

SALP meeting and the inspection). (See I&E Rept. tios. 84-07 and 84-14)

At this meeting we expressed concern withcut providing details about
.

HL&P management said that they had begun to developdocument control.

sinilar concerns and were noving to correct them. When we did a follow

up inspection, we found improvement in document control. I concluded

! that HL&P was serious-about addressing problems because of the thorough-

ness of its corrective actions in a short time. (JPJ)
|

34. In another instance recently, HL&P was inspecting steam

generators. It found some problems with inadequate rolling of a few

tubes (i.e., the tubes were apparently not rolled per specification).

The steam generator supplier did not believe that the problems found

were reportable. Although the licensee tended to agree with the

supplier's rationale, initially they immediately informed the NRC of the

details of the problem as a potential construction deficiency.. HL&P
|

|
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found this problem as a result of some independent checks on the steam

generators beyond those recommended or required by the manufacturer.

From this, I see evidence of an aggressive QA programs and an apparent

openness with the NRC. Aggressive QA program usually are the result of
|

a nanagement committed to QA. (JPJ)

/

35. In addition, HL&P has also implemented a rather innovative

program for design verification. It has retained Stone & Webster, an AE

itself, to do design verification of Bechtel's work. (JPJ)

36. Bechtel and EPASCO provided their topical quality assurance

programs which were satisfactorily modified to fit the uniqueness of the

transition process for engineering design, statusing of inplace

construction and restart of safety-related construction. The NRC staff

inspectinns deterrined the adequacy of these programs and confirmed the

adequacy thereof by review of the organizational structures,

qualification of perscnnel and inspection of construction. (WAC,DPT,

JPJ)

37. The licensec structured their organization to provide

overview and monitoring activities for turnnver to Bechtel, A/E

responsibilities including detailed involvement in statusing and

determination of engineering and design aspects, both in Houston and

onsite. (WAC,DPT,JPJ)
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38. HL&P has denonstrated excellent involvement in both transition

and restart activities. HL&P has also adopted a progressively more

aggressive approach to dealing with quality-related issues since

mid-1982. This appears to coincide with the addition of new experienced

nuclear people in management positions at the corporate level and

on-site. Certain key personnel-were shifted within the licensee

organization, greatly enhancing the positive attitude and direct

management involvement at STP. These changes have also resulted in

greater licensee involvement in the construction and quality aspects of

the project. (WAC,DPT,JPJ)

;

|
SRlliam A Crossman

Johns P. Jaudon
|

f.

Dan Paul Tomlinson

Subscribed and sworn to before
me this day of December, 1984

liotary P'ublic

Hy commission expires:

.. ..


